
The Hidden Work 

Chapter	14,	part15	
 7:00 Piandjo: Hello everyone 
 7:01 Markroche: Good evening 
 7:01 Lost_horizon: Hi, everyone 
 7:01 Smaragdigm: hi : ) 
 7:01 Gnosticman: Good evening! 
 7:03 Lost_horizon: (14 viewers, 9 signed in) 
 7:04 Susankester: hello all 
 7:04 Hapimist: hello all 
 7:08 Emmay: hello everyone 
 7:11 Simmontemplar: Hello friends ! ...do you hear a strong wuuuusss in the scrren of JTV every 

second? 
 7:11 Lost_horizon: Hi, Emmay. Welcome, Simmon 
 7:11 Simmontemplar: Hi Lost H !! 
 7:13 Emmay: Hi LH and ST 
 7:14 Lost_horizon: (17 viewers, 12 signed in) 
 7:14 Smaragdigm: No wuuuussss at my station, S. : ) 
 7:14 Simmontemplar: Arch. Gabriel...WE ARE ready for you !!! 

» thanks Smara I refreshed the page and the sound stoped 

 7:16 Smaragdigm: : ) 
 7:17 Batthra: Hello all 
 7:20 Simmontemplar: Hi n' Welcome Batthra 
 7:21 Batthra: okey  

» Okay 

 7:33 Hapimist: David....talk into the mic 
» ok better 

 7:50 Piandjo: Gabriel is the angel of our contact with the phenomenal world, the real problems of dealing 
with everyday life, where the rubber meets the road. A beautiful presentation of hope. 

 7:50 Markroche: Thank you all. Was very moving and beautiful!  
» Very humbling and soothing at same time. 

 7:51 Simmontemplar: Indeed !...very beautiful and very useful 
» thanks Choir 

 7:51 Markroche: And very inspiring and encouraging. 
 7:52 Piandjo: thank you choir, very joyful 
 7:53 Hapimist: Great prayers , thank you all ! 
 7:53 Gnosticman: Very genuine and direct. I got a lot of visual shifts as I stared a David's face on the 

screen. 
 7:58 Hapimist: thank you all again .... happy thanksgiving 
 7:58 Piandjo: good night all. thanks. 
 7:58 Lost_horizon: Thank you all 



 7:58 Gnosticman: Thank you. 
 7:58 Emmay: Beautiful presentation - really liked the music parts - very invocational 
 7:58 Lost_horizon: Happy Chanksgiving... 
 7:58 Markroche: Thanks all. Happy Thanksgiving. Am happy for these meetings. Thanks Gabriel. 
 7:59 Smaragdigm: : ) 
 7:59 Piandjo: a very good evening to you, Mark. 
 7:59 Markroche:  
 8:00 Simmontemplar: Thank you so much ! have a great week ! 
 8:00 Emmay: Thank you - great work! 
 8:01 Lost_horizon: Goodnight 

 


